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nig·gard·ly (adj.) [nig´erd-le]1. stingy, miserly; not generous2. begrudging about spending or
granting3. provided in a meanly limited supply If you don’t know the definition of the word, you
might assume it to be a derogatory insult, a racial slur. You might be personally offended and
deeply outraged. You might write an angry editorial or organize a march. You might even find
yourself making national headlines In other words, you’d better know what the word means
before you pour your energy into overreacting to it. That’s the jumping-off point for this powerful
directive from Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist and bestselling author Karen Hunter. It’s time for
the black community to stop marching, quit complaining, roll up their collective sleeves, channel
their anger constructively, and start fixing their own problems, she boldly asserts. And while her
straight-talking, often politically incorrect narrative is electrifyingly fresh and utterly relevant to
today’s hot-button issues surrounding race, Hunter harks back to the wisdom of a respected
elder—Nannie Helen Burroughs, who was ahead of her time penning Twelve Things the Negro
Must Do for Himself more than a century ago. Burroughs’s guidelines for successful living—from
making education, employment, and home ownership one’s priorities to dressing appropriately
to practicing faith in everyday life—teach empowerment through self-responsibility, disallowing
excuses for one’s standing in life but rather galvanizing blacks to look to themselves for strength,
motivation, support, and encouragement. From our urban communities to small-town America,
the issues Hunter is bold enough to tackle in Stop Being Niggardly affect us all. Refreshingly
candid and challenging, certain to get people everywhere talking, this is the book that takes on
race in a new—yet also historically revered andsimply stated—way that can change lives, both
personally and collectively. 

About the AuthorKaren Hunter is a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist, a celebrated radio talk-show
host, and coauthor of numerous New York Times bestsellers, including Confessions of a Video
Vixen, On the Down Low, and Wendy’s Got the Heat. She is also an assistant professor in the
Film & Media Department at Hunter College.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Stop Complaining and Start PlanningWrite down the revelations and make it plain on
tablets so that a herald may run with it.—HABAKKUK 2:2ON AUGUST 28, 1963, Martin Luther
King Jr. stood on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., and delivered a speech
that will go down in history as one of the most powerful, poignant, and inspired speeches of our
time. It is known as the“I Have a Dream” speech and it begins:Five score years ago, a great
American, in whose symbolic shadow we stand, signed the Emancipation Proclamation. This
momentous decree came as a great beacon light of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had
been seared in the flames of withering injustice. It came as a joyous daybreak to end the long
night of captivity.But one hundred years later, we must face the tragic fact that the Negro is still



not free. One hundred years later, the life of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of
segregation and the chains of discrimination. One hundred years later, the Negro lives on a
lonely island of poverty in the midst of a vast ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years
later, the Negro is still languishing in the corners of American society and finds himself an exile
in his own land. So we have come here today to dramatize an appalling condition.As you will see
with Nannie Helen Burroughs’s powerfully instructive message, not much has changed for black
folks in America in a hundred years. Sure, much of the struggle of the 1960s led to changes in
the laws that allowed blacks to drink from whatever water fountain they chose or to ride in the
front of the buses. These laws even gave blacks the right to vote. But what changed
economically for blacks?Black family income is at an all-time high, but is still only 58 percent of
that of the average family in America.According to the Federal Reserve, the wealth gap between
whites and African-Americans is widening. According to the Fed, for every dollar of wealth held
by a typical white family in 2007, a black family had only ten cents— that’s two cents less than
the family had in 2004.And with layoffs in 2009 affecting blacks disproportionately, that gap is
expected to increase even more.Black-owned businesses have increased in number and have
penetrated a wide range of industries over the past thirty years. But the sales of the one hundred
largest black-owned businesses combined are less than the sales of any one of the companies
on the Fortune 500 list of major industrial corporations. Outside of Black Enterprise, TV One
(which is limping), and Ebony and Jet (which are on life support as I’m writing this), blacks own
no major media outlets.Equal pay? While blacks have made progress over the last thirty years,
African-Americans still earn about seventy-four cents for every dollar a white person earns. And
in 2004, black family income was 58 percent of that of white families—a drop from 63 percent in
1974.In that“I Have a Dream” speech, King also said:In a sense we have come to our nation’s
capital to cash a check. When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory note to which
every American was to fall heir.That’s not true. The framers of the Constitution and the
Declaration of Independence at no time considered blacks—who were then slaves—to be a part
of the America they were building. Blacks were chattel, property, three-fifths of a man. There was
certainly no consideration of their rights or needs, nor were they considered“heirs” to all the
wealth that was to become America’s.Here’s where King’s dream has continued to be just that.
Having a dream, instead of having a plan, has relegated us to living in a world of fantasy instead
of reality. Now, I’m not criticizing King or his speech because he was able to get Americans—
both black and white—to really start to see black people as equal and deserving participants in
this democracy, and that was important. His agenda was not about economic empowerment or
even black pride, as was the push by Marcus Garvey and later Malcolm X. We need to dream.
Dreams are the building blocks to the manifestation of real accomplishments.But after we finish
dreaming, we need to wake up and do something!If King had lived, perhaps his work would have
evolved. Instead of hoping for white acceptance and unity, he would have rallied blacks to create
their own industries and develop their own base of wealth. He would have talked about



economic empowerment—not what the government“owes” blacks but what we blacks owe
ourselves.Instead of talking about integrating schools, King might have seen that perhaps
talking about making all-black schools better—making them schools that could rival those of
whites—would have been more productive. Instead of calling for integrated neighborhoods, he
might have talked about making black neighborhoods places where even white people would
fight to get in.Instead of blacks complaining about having to drink from the broken-down
COLOREDS ONLY fountains, King could have urged blacks to create their own elaborate
fountains in their own neighborhoods.Yes, Rosa Parks was tired and didn’t want to give up her
seat or stand in the back of the bus. But why didn’t blacks create their own bus system? Start it
off with some vans. If everyone had chipped in to buy that first bus, the people would have been
able to buy a fleet of buses from the monies made.Martin Luther King Jr. spoke of a dream, and
it was a nice speech, a great speech, an inspiring speech. But I believe his speech and his
dream was supposed to manifest into something greater, and we’ve let King down.We had to
have the dream. But what would have pushed the black cause further would have been a plan—
an economic plan to go along with the dream.I am a dreamer by nature. I sit around from time to
time imagining my next conquest, my next journey, and I play it out in my mind. I fantasize about
the wealth I will have and the schools I will build and the children I will take care of.But I live by a
plan. I learned that words are powerful. In the beginning of the Bible it says that God said let
there be light and there was. He didn’t think about light and it happened. He said something and
it happened. Words then must be the key to accomplishment, followed by action.I learned that
by writing down the things that I dreamed about and envisioned, they often came to fruition. I
guess you can equate it to going on a trip and having an idea of where you are going but not
having a map. If you’re on a trip without a map and you get lost, you can certainly pull over and
ask someone for directions, but you run the risk of someone sending you even farther out of your
way with bad advice. The best thing you can do is to make sure you have a map—a clear map—
that shows you exactly where you are and where you need to be before you even set out on your
journey.WRITING DOWN THE DREAMIn 1996, I’d got off track, even with some of the positive
examples I had from my youth. I was in a bad place financially, spiritually, and physically. My
weight had got out of control. I was pushing 240 pounds, eating things I don’t even look at today.
My gallbladder eventually had to be removed. I was making bad choices in my personal and
financial life.I turned to a friend who had been studying the Bible and started talking about the
things that were going on in my life. My friend asked me a simple question:“What do you want to
happen in your life?”I said,“I want everything to be on the right track. I want peace.”“Well, first you
have to be on the right track,” my friend told me.“You have to take a good hard look at yourself
and see where you are. Then you have to look inside yourself and determine where you want to
be, and then you have to write it down and look at it every day. And I guarantee you, you will get
there.”So I soul-searched and came up with seven goals:Get closer to God/peace, wisdom
through HimHealth/booming shapeFind love (learn to give and receive)/passionWrite a bookBuy
a house (Arlington Avenue)Get an SUV(Land Rover Defender 90 or Discovery)/Saab (I want



back what I had lost)Have fun/enjoy life/make new friendsThese goals I typed on my computer
January 1, 1996, printed them out, and placed them in my daily planner, which I started using for
all of my personal and business efforts since 1991. I taped a copy of my goals on the inside
cover so that every day, when I opened my planner to write a number or record a meeting or
some other important date, I would be forced to look at it.By the end of the year, I was definitely
getting closer to God. I started studying the Bible. I had read it before but it had just seemed like
a bunch of stories in the past. This time as I was reading, I didn’t start at the beginning and read
it as I would a book. I started in the back with the words in red (in my NIV edition) and studied the
things Jesus said and got a deeper understanding of the nature of God and what He expected
of me. I learned how to hear from God through reading His word.Physically, I hadn’t lost much
weight and I hadn’t found love, but I did write a book. I didn’t get that dream house on Arlington
Avenue in East Orange, New Jersey, but I did get a new car, a Toyota 4Runner, and I made a few
new friends. I was able to cross off four things on my list of seven and I was encouraged.The
following year, I got bold. My goals:Have a really deep relationship with GodBecome
disciplinedGet out of debtWrite another book or twoBuy a house or a condoMake more than
$100,000 annuallyStart a businessWrite a column at a major newspaperAnd at the bottom of my
list of goals, I mapped out all of my creditors, the people I owed money to, with the account
numbers and the amount owed—everyone from American Express at $13,891 to the IRS at
$1,458 to the $3,000 that I owed in parking tickets.As I started to pay these off, I would put a line
through the bills—crossing off my debt and at the same time freeing my spirit.I finally got paid for
my work on I Make My Own Rules with LL Cool J, and it did so well that I even got two bonus
checks. With that money, I crossed off No. 3 on my list of goals and all of the line items that I had
on the bottom of the page that were left. I also had enough for a down payment on a
condominium. I crossed off No. 5 and with my salary, I was able to cross off No. 6, too. Goal No. 4 
took a little work, and I didn’t see that come to fruition until the following year. No. 1 and No. 2, I
decided, would be lifelong processes that I would never cross off.Sometimes you will find that
your goals from one year don’t happen until years later. Going back into my daily planners from
1996 until today, I see that every single one of the things that I wrote down has happened—from
starting a business (which I did in 1999 with a million dollars from a group of Wall Street
investors and again in 2007 with a publishing house), to having a column (which was officially
awarded to me by the New York Daily News in 2001), to having a banging body (it took me until
2007 to get to a decent weight; I’m still working on the banging part). It is a process, and that
process began with having a daily plan to do something, even if just one thing, such as not to eat
that bagel for breakfast, that would help me accomplish one of my larger goals.The process
began with a plan, then making that plan plain in writing for me to look at every day.While having
a dream is a wonderful thing—a vision is important—having a plan is the only certain way to
realize that dream.TAKING ON THE PUBLISHERSIn 2006, I decided to start my third
business.After writing books as a collaborator for a number of years, I had circulated a couple of
proposals to several large publishing houses for books that I believed in. The projects kept



getting rejected. It was funny because if I wrote a proposal for a celebrity book or some tell-all, I
would easily get a six-figure deal, but if I wanted to write a book that I believed would inspire
young black kids across the country, I was told by at least one publisher,“Black kids don’t read!”I
knew my response was valid:“Black kids don’t read because publishers don’t produce the kinds
of books that interest them.”They still didn’t budge. Instead of complaining about how publishers
were shortsighted and cry about how they didn’t produce the kinds of books for“our” kids that
could reach them, I decided to start my own house.I had a vision that my house would rival
Simon & Schuster, Random House, and Penguin.I know. Who in the world did I think I was? I
was just a black woman whose only publishing experience had been in collaborating on a few
bestselling books as a writer. I had zero publishing experience. But I had a vision, just like
Richard Simon and Max Schuster, two guys who started publishing crossword puzzles and
expanded from there, and just like Bennett Cerf, Christopher Coombes, and Donald Klopfer,
who started Random House in 1927. As Cerf would say,“We just said we were going to publish a
few books on the side at random.”I was going to start a publishing house that would produce
books that motivated and inspired and entertained people.Again, I wrote on paper my
mission:Publish books that I don’t see in the market.Find and create new, hot authors who had
stories to tell that would inspire, motivate, and entertain.Be true to who I am.I had no idea what I
was getting myself into. I didn’t have any family or friends who had been in this industry whom I
could rely on to guide me. I knew I would make plenty of mistakes, but I also knew that with a
vision and a plan I was more than halfway there. The next thing I did was to approach some of
those huge publishing houses. I called St. Martin’s Press, Random House/Doubleday, and
Simon & Schuster. I received a call back from Carolyn Reidy, the president of Simon & Schuster.
She was interested in hearing what I had to say. She gave me a couple of options of imprints that
I could work with. I chose Pocket Books. The publisher of Pocket, Louise Burke, was a straight
shooter with so much experience that I wanted to soak up everything she had to offer.I knew
what I didn’t know, and if I planned on having a house big enough to one day compete with the
big guys, I needed to be armed with knowledge that I could only get from the source.I hear
people in my neighborhood complain about the businesses they see. Just about every other
corner has a Korean hair-care place, a Korean nail establishment, a Chinese take-out joint, or a
convenience store run by a person from the Middle East. I have heard complaints about how
people come into our neighborhood and start businesses and blah, blah, blah.While I can easily
jump on that interloper bandwagon, instead I ask this question:“What are you doing about
it?”Are you dreaming and planning and doing? Or are you just complaining?The Negro Must
Learn to Put First Things First. The First Things Are: Education; Development of Character Traits;
a Trade and Home OwnershipBURROUGHSThe Negro puts too much of his earning in clothes,
in food, in show, and in having what he calls“a good time.”Dr. Kelly Miller said,“The Negro buys
what he wants and begs for what he needs.”… Too true!HUNTERThis first Burroughs missive
almost needs no commentary. She incorporates so much in one sentence. Putting first things
first. Some could say put God first (well, that goes without saying and we will definitely get to



that). But what I think Burroughs was really getting at is to lay your foundation. You don’t build a
home without pouring the foundation. The deeper the foundation is poured, the more sturdy the
house will be.I believe the foundation in this case is education. But not just reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Too many things are learned in school that you never need or use. So many things
that are never taught in school you must absolutely learn. Two of the things are how to manage
your money and how to manage yourself.Building your wealth and building your character will
ensure that your life is sturdy. MLK said,“Intelligence plus character—that is the goal of true
education.”It used to be a running joke about the number of Lexus and Mercedes cars, flat-
screen TVs, and other luxury items in the projects. But it really isn’t funny. It’s sad that instead of
putting money into home ownership, savings, and education, people with limited funds buy and
spend beyond their means.In 2008, when the bottom fell out of the economy, this hit the African-
American community particularly hard. When unemployment soared at the beginning of 2009,
who lost their jobs first? When foreclosures went up over 80 percent over the previous two years,
who was losing their homes?A popular money scribe used to say,“If it’s on your ass, it’s not an
asset.”I had a conversation once with a man who had a seat on the New York Stock Exchange.
He was one of the first black men to have such a position. I asked him why there weren’t more
blacks with aspirations to own a home or to own a seat on the stock exchange. He told
me,“Perhaps it’s our history with being owned that turns us off to the notion of ownership.”I’m not
buying that. I believe that ignorance is what keeps us from the golden prizes and being at the
center of the money game.I was fortunate. My father owned a corner store in Newark, New
Jersey, for eighteen years. Every night after he came home from closing the store, he would
count his money and reconcile his books. He would put some money away for me, and every
week when he did, he would show me my savings book (this was before electronic banking). I
would often go to the bank with him to make the deposits. He would even have me rolling the
quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies he received at his store. I enjoyed that, and it introduced
me to the value of money. It taught me to respect money and have a healthy understanding of its
power.How many parents do that for their children? So if you’re in a household where your
parents are constantly robbing Peter to pay Paul, and living paycheck to paycheck, and following
their instant-gratification jones by buying whatever they want even if they can’t afford it, what do
you think will be your experience?My father’s father owned that same corner store, which my
father took over after my grandfather died. My grandfather didn’t have a formal education in
running a business, and my father became the first in his family to graduate from college, with a
degree in accounting and business. He took the foundation his father started and built upon
it.With the knowledge I grew up with, I launched several businesses and even took it one step
further—with investors and major contracts with Fortune 500 companies.One of the best things
about America (and there are quite a few great things about our nation) is that it is a capitalist
society. That means if you know how to make money, save money, and utilize money, you can do
absolutely anything you want. While in many arenas people may want to hold you back because
of your race, or your gender or whatever, the color green always speaks louder than any of



that.Ask Oprah Winfrey. And Earl Graves. Ask Robert Johnson. Ask Barack Obama. Obama
overcame the race thing because he raised more money than any other candidate in history.
Money talks and it can walk you anywhere—even into the White House.So when Burroughs
talks about putting first things first, she is saying so much more. You don’t successfully get
anywhere in this world without knowing, without educating yourself. There are no
excuses.Famed playwright August Wilson dropped out of school at an early age. But he took
himself to the library every single day, soaking up as much knowledge as he could. He read
everything he could get his hands on and got his GED after studying in the library. He went on to
be one of the most successful playwrights from our community.He understood the value of a
good education and developing character. His hard work and uncompromising drive led him to
great success and wealth.August Wilson proved that it is never too late to put first things first.He
is just one example. Thousands and thousands more are out there.© 2010 Karen Hunter --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our
mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from
Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber?
Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to
read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.To all who love truth, who have
vision,and who tackle life fearlesslyACKNOWLEDGMENTSBut seek ye first the kingdom of
God, and hisrighteousness; and all these things shall be addedunto you.—MATTHEW
6:33WHEN I WROTE my first book, I Make My Own Rules with LL Cool J in 1996, I had all of
these people that I wanted to thank. I soon realized (and was told) that collaborators don’t
generally get to thank anyone. I have coauthored eighteen books and never had an opportunity
to thank all of the people who have helped me become the writer I am, the teacher I am, the
student I am, the person I am.I want to first acknowledge God publicly. In the words of Nannie
Helen Burroughs, I am putting first things first.To my parents, Marge and Donald Hunter—both
very different people, who somehow came together to provide me with the best foundation and
allowed me the freedom of expression to explore all possibilities—I love you dearly.To my
brother, Kevin, thank you for forcing me to set a good example and for reminding me of where
I’ve been, which has allowed me to continue to go where I’m going.In my career, I’ve had several
mentors. To Michael Goodwin, who plucked me from obscurity and gave me a vision that I, at
first, could not see. Thank you for believing in me when I had doubts about myself. Thank you for
sticking by me when others wouldn’t. But more than that, thank you for teaching me that a
constant drip of water on any hard surface will eventually wear through. You are one of the most
fair-minded people I have ever known, and I appreciate you to the nth degree.To Jennifer Raab,
who treated me to lunch at the Four Seasons those many moons ago and asked me to give
more of myself to help lead this next generation, thank you for giving me that wonderful gift.
Teaching at Hunter College—more than anything else I’ve done to date—has been the reward.
There is nothing that can replace the feeling of when the light bulb turns on for a student.
Teaching is much more than a job and I thank you for giving me a platform to have a greater
purpose.To Hap Hairston (posthumously), I am glad that I had the opportunity to thank you many
times in life. To Teddy Van (posthumously), you had perhaps the most profound impact on me as
a writer. You were truly one of the greatest minds I have ever known and you left this earth much
too soon. You are missed. You are missed. You are missed.To Louise Burke, publisher of Pocket
Books (and probably many more imprints by the time this book comes out), you are the model.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to see this vision through and thank you for lending me
your many years of wisdom. But more than that, thank you for being straight up and real with me
from the very beginning. There are very few people who are as genuine as you are and my only
hope is to be as strong a publisher and a person someday as you are. I truly thank you.To Team
Pocket Books at Simon & Schuster—Jean Ann Rose, Anthony Ziccardi, Sarah Reidy, Emilia



Pisani, Keri Loyd, Melissa Gramstad, Stephen Fallert, Felice Javitz, and last but definitely not
least Brigitte Smith, without whom none of this could get done—thank you for sharing your
expertise, your advice and excellence in helping Karen Hunter Publishing and Karen Hunter, the
person, succeed in this business. Thank you all!To Clarence Haynes, my editor, you definitely
forced me to think even more out of the box and flesh out my thoughts in a way that
strengthened the book. I appreciated the back-and-forth, which gave me the balance to say what
I had to say in a way that more instructive and caring. You are brilliant!Tremell McKenzie, my
sister from another mister, I want to thank you for always bringing me back to the top of the page
and reminding me that as long as I put Christ first, I can have and be all things. Thank you for
keeping me grounded and plugged into the Word, and encouraging and inspiring me through
both your words and deeds.To Team Poopsie: Marla Andrews and Amber Andrews. Marla, thank
you for pushing the“argument,”and keeping me on my toes politically. To Amber, thank you for
just being one of the few truly unconditionally supportive people in my life. You guys are always
there for me. And I love you!To my support crew: Carol Mackey, Rajen Persaud, LaJoyce
Brookshire, Richard Sullivan, Zondra Hughes, Karyn Grice, Vana Phillips, Supreme Master,
Tracy Sherrod, Janet Hill, Jason Wright, Norwood Young, and Nicole Duncan Smith—thank you
for praying for me, fasting with me, keeping me in check, believing in me, advising me, giving me
insight, wisdom and love! Thank you and I love you.And to all of my fellow writers (there are too
many to name), thank you for continuing to raise the bar, and producing the work that entertain
us and make us think. I know you know this, but the work you do is important. You help shape
society. I want thank the ones who have come before me, my contemporaries and the ones to
come.Keep writing!CONTENTSPROLOGUEWake Up, People. Wake Up!
INTRODUCTIONPlease Stop!1. Stop Complaining and Start Planning2. Stop Tearing Down Our
Heroes3. Stop Blaming Bill Cosby(And Anyone Else Telling the Truth!)4. Stop Dividing5. Stop
Digging6. Stop Devaluing Yourself7. Stop Disrespecting Your Money8. Stop Being Fat!9. Stop
Letting People Destroy Our Images10. Stop Being NiggardlyTwelve Things the NegroMust Doby
Nannie Helen Burroughs(with commentary by Karen Hunter)INTRODUCTIONWho Is Nannie
Helen Burroughs?1. The Negro Must Learn to Put First Things First2. The Negro Must Stop
Expecting God andWhite Folk to Do for Him What He Can Dofor Himself3. The Negro Must
Keep Himself, His Children and His Home Clean and Make the Surroundings inWhich He Lives
Comfortable and Attractive4. The Negro Must Learn to Dress MoreAppropriately for Work and
for Leisure5. The Negro Must Make His Religion an Everyday Practice and Not Just a Sunday-
Go-to-Meeting Emotional Affair6. The Negro Must Highly Resolve to Wipe OutMass Ignorance7.
The Negro Must Stop Charging His FailuresUp to His “Color” and to White People’sAttitude8.
The Negro Must Overcome His BadJob Habits9. The Negro Must Improve His Conductin Public
Places10. The Negro Must Learn How to OperateBusiness for People—Not for NegroPeople,
Only11. The Average So-Called Educated NegroWill Have to Come Down Out of the Air12. The
Negro Must Stop ForgettingHis Friends. Remember!PROLOGUEWake Up, People. Wake Up!
THERE MAY BE a black man in the Oval Office, but the journey toward true success for black



people in America is far from over.In the summer of 2009, Henry Louis (Skip) Gates Jr., a noted
Harvard professor and historian, was arrested, fingerprinted, and booked. His crime? Being on
his porch while black. The reports will tell you that police knew who he was when they ordered
backup (for this unarmed, fifty-eight-year-old, diminutive man who walks with a cane). They
knew who he was and that it was his house when they asked him to step onto his porch
(because they couldn’t arrest him inside his home without a warrant).Gates was charged with
disorderly conduct (charges that were later dropped) for allegedly yelling at the officers and
saying something about one of their mamas. But the question still remains: if Skip Gates were a
white Harvard professor returning home from China who had to push into his home because his
door was stuck and police arrived, would he have been arrested, fingerprinted, and booked?The
controversial event even dragged President Barack Obama, who said that the police
acted“stupidly,”into the fray. The president of the United States of America was called a racist for
understanding the nuances of race and knowing that profiling and racism or prejudice can so
often be talked away and called something else. But those of us who have experienced it, know
it when we see it. Just as there has never been an unarmed white man shot eleven, thirty-eight,
or fifty times in America, had Gates been white, we would never have heard this story because it
would have gone something like this:Officer: “Oh, so sorry, sir, we had a report and had to follow
up. You have a nice night now.”The president called it a“teachable moment.” I call Gates-gate a
moment of truth.Truth No. 1: There is still a stigma attached to being black in America.Truth No.
2: There is nothing that we can do about it. No matter how wealthy, how cultured, how educated,
how well-spoken, you may be, if you’re black, it doesn’t matter—you may still be treated like a
nigger.It didn’t matter in 1953 when Dorothy Dandridge (who was the first black woman
nominated for a Best Actress Academy Award and the first to appear on the cover of Life), who
was performing at an upscale hotel in Las Vegas, threatened to take a dip in their pool and they
drained the pool to keep her from swimming in it.It didn’t matter in 2009, when a suburban
Philadelphia pool revoked the swimming privileges (which were paid for) of a group of black and
Hispanic day-care children because, as the swim-club director said in interviews, the youngsters
changed the“complexion” and the“atmosphere” of the pool.It didn’t matter in 1958, when Mildred
Delores Jeter, a black woman, wanted to marry her love, Richard Perry Loving, a white man. The
two had to go to Washington, D.C., leaving their hometown in Virginia, which banned marriages
between any person of color and any nonwhite person under something called The Racial
Integrity Act.After returning to Virginia, police raided the Lovings’ home in the middle of the night,
arrested them, and charged them with the criminal offense of miscegenation—a felony
punishable by a prison sentence of between one and five years. This case was fought for almost
twenty years, making it all the way to the Supreme Court where it was unanimously ruled in
Loving v. Virginia (1967) that the races could indeed mix and marry.But that didn’t matter in 2009
when Keith Bardwell, a Louisiana justice of the peace, refused to marry a black man and a white
woman, saying,“I just don’t believe in mixing the races that way.”Despite the law and the
governor calling for his resignation, Bardwell stood behind his position.We have still not



overcome.But here comes Truth No. 3: So what to Truths 1 and 2.It’s time we focus on our lives
and use the obstacles as stepping-stones. It’s time we tighten our collective game and make
racism and prejudice irrelevant to us the way so many other groups have done, because the real
truth is, we, as black people, spend far too much time trying to get white people (and others) to
accept us.We want to live in their neighborhoods (hey there, Skip Gates), attend their schools,
become members of their clubs, and go essentially where we aren’t wanted. While we have
every right to do so, and we should have the right (my dad was arrested helping to integrate
South Carolina and Georgia, so I get that), we do so to the detriment of our own
community.While people like Gates move into“white” neighborhoods—where his neighbor called
the police on him in the first place and not one of them stood up and said,“Hey, wait a minute,
officers, that’s Skip Gates, he’s our neighbor, he lives there!”—black neighborhoods are
crumbling and are full of crime, poverty, and desolation.Wouldn’t it be cool to have a professor, a
doctor, a lawyer, a principal, a businessperson, all living in the so-called hood? Wouldn’t that
change the“complexion” dramatically and give those people—particularly the young—a great
example of what to strive for?While blacks run to“white” schools, historically black colleges,
which were started when we had no options, are going out of business. Now some would say
that perhaps we should let those schools close. Why do we still need black schools and black
neighborhoods and black businesses? And I would love to say we don’t. But the truth is,“white”
colleges and teachers aren’t preparing our children for the real world. They aren’t teaching our
children who they are. They aren’t challenging them to strive for more. They aren’t raising the bar
on them.“White” neighborhoods don’t always welcome us and give us the community feel we
deserve, and“white”businesses don’t necessarily employ us and give us opportunities to
prosper. During Jim Crow, black business and ownership and community thrived. We even had a
hotel in Harlem where Fidel Castro and many other dignitaries stayed.We are at a turning point
in our history. We have a black president, and America will over the next three decades become
a nation of“minorities,” or rather, a nation where whites will be in the minority.At the same time,
blacks lag behind every other group in just about every category. We own fewer homes, own
fewer businesses, have the highest dropout rates, the lowest reading scores; we lead the nation
in every health-risk category from cancer and diabetes to HIV and infant mortality.While we
certainly have so many more opportunities, we have so much more work to do, and if we don’t
roll up our sleeves and do it now, we may never will. Because what is also happening is that fear
is setting in. I predict that race-related incidents will increase over the next few years, as white
men fear that their power base has dissipated.I’m not worried about that. What I am concerned
about is, how prepared are we?In June 2009, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in a five-to-four
decision that white firefighters in New Haven, Connecticut, were unfairly denied promotions
because of their race. There was a test given to 118 candidates seeking promotion to captain or
lieutenant. Twenty-seven blacks were among the eligible candidates. Not one—not a single one
—scored high enough to qualify for the fifteen available positions.Instead of saying,“Oh, well, too
bad, I guess we won’t have any black captains or lieutenants this year,” the city threw out the test



and promoted nine blacks. The city was sued by twenty white (one of whom is described as
white and Hispanic, whatever that is) firefighters who all passed the test yet were denied a
promotion. The Supreme Court ruled in their favor, overturning a decision by a lower court.For
the record, I am all for affirmative action. Had it not been for affirmative action, my black behind
would never have made it into the Daily News, the first major newspaper ever to lose a
discrimination lawsuit. That slot as a sportswriter where I began my career was slated for
a“minority.” I fit the bill.But what I clearly understood then and now (which these black firefighters
and the city of New Haven, Connecticut, apparently don’t) is that if I’m going to take a position
set aside for a“minority,” I better well be qualified for that position.I was so paranoid about being
good enough that I kept books on writing in my desk, consulted veteran writers and editors at
the News, and had them check my work before I submitted it. I continued to work on and hone
my skills. Being black may have got me in the door, but it wouldn’t keep me there.We can’t whine
and complain about racism when we don’t step up and pass the test and make the grade.“Boo-
hoo, the test is biased,” some may say.“Waaah, waaah, they have uncles and fathers and friends
who are firefighters who can help them pass.”So what! Since when have black people worried
about the deck being stacked against us? Since when has it not been?That never stopped
George Washington Carver, Booker T. Washington, W. E. B. Du Bois (who had to start all over
again when he entered Harvard, despite having an undergraduate degree). And it didn’t stop
Nannie Helen Burroughs.The test is biased? Give me a break! It’s the same excuse used for why
blacks don’t do as well on the SATs. How long have we been living in America? Come on,
people! If we are going to compete in this world (which may be biased), we have to study, read,
work, and do whatever we have to do to pass their tests. You want to go to“their” schools, pass
their tests. You want to work in“their” workforce? Pass their tests.It’s just that simple. And if you
don’t like it, start your own (which I actually favor).Those twenty-seven black firefighters from
New Haven could have got together and had a study group. They could have found someone
who passed the test before and picked his brain.Now there is a Supreme Court precedent set for
reverse-discrimination claims. Now many mainstream corporations have an out for not setting
aside positions for blacks. Now they have an excuse not to hire us. Thanks, you mediocre, lazy
New Haven black firefighters. You’re officially part of the problem.This is why I’m writing this
book. We’re at a crucial time in our history, and if we don’t wake up right now, we stand to lose
many of the gains that people died for throughout Jim Crow and the civil rights movement.All of
that marching will have been in vain.INTRODUCTIONPlease Stop!I’VE BEEN WORKING in the
background most of my career—ghostwriting and collaborating on many bestselling and
critically acclaimed books, such as I Make My Own Rules with LL Cool J, Ladies First with
Queen Latifah, and Al on America with Al Sharpton. I worked at the New York Daily News for
sixteen years, and even as a columnist I was able to hide behind that picture in the tiny box. My
words, while all mine, were muted and oftentimes softened by editors to appeal to the
demographics of my paper. I couldn’t say exactly what I wanted to say, how I wanted to say it,
and that, at times, was frustrating.By the time I landed on WWRL in 2003 with my own morning



talk show, I had learned how to give my opinion in a manner that was palatable. I learned how to
have and share my voice while also doing so in a way that allowed others to have theirs. The
formula worked. While I never let a guest off the hook—from Hillary Clinton to Ann Coulter, from
Michael Steele to the Reverend Jesse Jackson (whom I asked about his out-of-wedlock child)—
I was doing so for the listener. I was their champion. I was their advocate. I was their voice.This
book, the kid gloves are off.For years, I’ve been blessed to be in the back rooms of big business.
I have seen and heard a lot of things. I have done a lot of things that few black people have an
opportunity to do—such as start a business with a million-plus dollars from a major Wall Street
firm.What I’ve learned over the years is that my blackness has power. When I embrace who I am
(and this goes for anyone of any ethnicity), I command whatever it is I want to happen. I have
been frustrated as I watch black people collectively in so many positions of power simply hand
that power over out of fear, out of low self-esteem, and out of a sense of not belonging.On the
one hand, we can get behind a candidate for president and we can hope and we can believe
and we can watch him take the highest office in the land. But on the other hand we watch as our
communities crumble, as our households and families are a mess and as our businesses and
business base dwindle. How can we, as a people, have so much—perhaps more blacks are in
positions of power today than ever before—and yet gain so little?For me, I can’t be successful
and think that I’m the exception to the rule and that’s okay. Because I was taught at an early age
that I am my brother’s keeper and that a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Any success
that I have is undermined by the number of blacks enslaved in our prison system, is undermined
by the number of blacks not graduating or reading at grade level, is undermined by the number
of failed black businesses or the plethora of Korean-owned hair-care places in our communities.
My success is undermined unless as part of my success I incorporate reaching back and
grabbing folks to go with me.This crab-in-a-barrel mentality, where we only let a few out at a time
or we drag anyone who tries to make it out back in, has got to stop. Now.I was fortunate to grow
up in a household where a notion of community was fostered. My dad had a community corner
store in Newark, New Jersey. He kept it open seven days a week, from six in the morning until
midnight—rain or shine, holiday or not. His store was in the neighborhood in which he grew up.
My grandmother, his mother, lived over the store, as did one of my aunts and five of my
cousins.My father knew just about everyone who came into the store. He had charge accounts: if
people didn’t have the money, they could get what they needed and pay when they could. He
would have little parties during the holidays for the neighborhood at which he gave out gifts and
had drinks (alcohol, too), for the customers.When he was held up on a couple of occasions, he
didn’t shut down. He understood. He talked to the perpetrators, and on at least one occasion
they left without taking anything. He was part of the community, so he felt responsible. He
employed young men from the community and taught them about business, how to speak well,
how to handle people, how to carry themselves. Each of those young men today is a pillar in his
respective community.Those who lived in the area had a real sense of pride because that store
represented their potential. It was clean, it was bright (my father said if lights caused roaches to



run, he would have plenty of light inside and outside his store), it was well stocked with fresh
food, and it served the people.I used to go to the store on the weekends, and I got to see
firsthand how one person with a heart and a vision could uplift an entire community.In the
summers, I would stay with my grandmother (my mother’s mother), who lived in Augusta,
Georgia. I used to walk from her dead-end street to the projects where her sister and my aunt
Pinkie’s nine kids lived. I would spend my days grabbing lunch from the government food lines
and playing games that required no money.While I came from a household where we lacked
nothing—we were upper-middle-class—I got to appreciate the other side. I learned to appreciate
that money wasn’t everything. My aunt Pinkie’s house had just as much family and togetherness
as any of the Jack-and-Jill homes of my parents’ friends.So this book is much more of a tough-
love letter to my people than it is a finger-wagging exploration into what I think is wrong with
black folks. Within these pages I want to tell many blacks to wake up, wise up, pay attention to
what’s really ailing their communities and truly empower themselves.Every single thing I talk
about, I am speaking from experience—from the mistakes I made and from the lessons I
learned.I have earned the right to say the things I will say in this book because I’ve lived it and
I’m the example.
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Divine Edwards, “Don't let the N word fool you.. A beautiful light this was It made me wary but
speechless from her words.Hopefully more minds get to read this book.”

N.A.Crawford, “One of the best books I've read this year.. If I could give this book TEN stars, I
certainly would. It is worth this and in it's weight of salt. I would even go one step further and say
every African American and anyone else who want to understand us, they need to take the time
out and read the book. seriously. I sat down and read this book, and I tell you she wrote some
things on there that blew me. We are what we eat, what we eat, what we are. We just are. She
really brought food for thought within nine points. And she added a pamphlet made by the late
Nannie Helen Burroughs (1879-1961)founder of a school for African American womaen in
Washington D.C called "Twelve Things The Negro Must Do" that was published somewhere
between the 1890s to early 1900s in which she spoke of twelve things we must do in order to
thrive as a society. The points made by Ms Burroughs were prophetic especially when she
stated in Point Three that he must run his community "UP" not "DOWN". and that "some race
(believe it or not) is going to outdo the Anglo-Saxon completely and that it can be the Negro race
if the Negro gets sense enough. Civilization goes up and down that way." Whoa! now, this lady
was only born a mere ten or so years from slavery, yet she wrote on what was to come. That
blew me away. It was like this lady and Ms Hunter were hand in hand with what they were saying
and in a way that was spooky. But I tell you, they both were right. we dropped the ball. we talk a
good game but didn't do jack. and sometimes you get a person to point out what you need, and
Ms Hunter along with Ms Burroughs has done it. Great book for every African American library.”

XPD154, “Well Worth Reading. Brothers and Sisters check it out! A great book for those who
feel marginalized; and, looking for insights to improve ones life.”

Nicole Duncan-smith, “Life Changing Substance. I bought the book "Stop Being Niggardly: And
Nine Other Things Black People Need to Stop Doing" because I was told it was about nation
building and not about igniting controversy. I had no clue as to the depth of Hunter's ability to
honestly critique and provide realistic solutions to the woes of the Black community.In a time
when people are afraid to tell the truth, she abandons fear and shows loving courage in
speaking to us about us. Surely, she could have written feel good fluff but we are not living in feel
good times. Surely, she could have placed blame squarely on "Massa' and them" but she shows
how God has given us provisions to be our own Master in many aspects of our lives. Pull up your
pants... stop wreckless spending... stop senseless degrading of yourself and others around
you... Her words, dipped in pure Hip-Hop vibrato, dares us to care more about our healthy and
productive future than keeping it real.... stupid.Also, the icing on the cake is her nod to Nannie
Helen Burroughs. My mother always told me "Just cause it's new, doesn't make it better. There is
wisdom in what our elders left for us." This is the proof in the pudding.So I have one addition to



all those who might read this note.... Stop Being Niggardly also means to pick up a book. If not
this one, one that will change your life and bring fruit to your labor. Preferably, one without
pictures but there are some like the Giving Tree that would do just fine. Use this text to expand
your vision for your community and to take ownership of the plights that we cause. It does not
say racism is dead... nope not at all... what it says is that we need to find our way despite it.”

Tracey, “A must read.. I loved how insightful this book is. I think it should be a must read for all
teenagers. It would set a good foundation. It should be in every household where there's minors.”

S. Lyn, “Please have your children read this book!. Stop Being Niggardly. Where do I start?At first
the title will sort of spark your curiosity. Niggardly as explained is not a racial term, but a
mentality.I was very impressed with the cover of the book. Almost all of the books I own are dog-
eared and frayed from use due to my line of work. (I do most of my reading on my break times at
work). It has retained its bedside look. Kudos to the publishers.This book in my opinion history in
the making. It not only reaffirms a lot of what we have been told, a lot of what we are supposed to
and not supposed to be doing, but it is chronicles life in the beginning of 21st century for black
America. My children and grandchildren will read this book 10-20 years from and have a glimpse
at what Mom and Dad's generation were dealing with. Just as we do when we read books
written by and about Marcus Garvey, W.E.B Dubois, and Malcolm X.Also the book is written in
such a way the average reader's interest is held and he or she does not have to run to the
dictionary every fourth sentence. I really appreciated that.Karen Hunter writes a lot about her
personal experiences in the book and is very transparent. She makes the reader feel as they are
not alone in some of their life decisions. She also recommends to the reader books she has read
along her path to being a Pulitzer Prize winning journalist/writer.She introduces (or reintroduces)
the reader to Nannie Helen Burroughs, author of The 12 Things the Negro Must do. This is the
precursor to Stop Being Niggardly. That book was written 100 years ago and it is still prevalent
today. Karen Hunter adds her comments to each point that Nannie Helen Burroughs made to
bring her message alive in the 21st century. (Which she really did not have to do because sadly
not much has changed with a lot of Black America)I recommend this book to anyone who is not
the avid reader. You will be surprised at how you will not be able to put this book down. It is a
modern interpretation on old problems that has plagued Black America for a few generations.On
an added note, everyone who sees me reading this book, asks me if they can take a look at it.
Result, I have ordered about 3 copies on Amazon this week alone and have given them to co-
workers. It is just that impressive.”
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